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9/10/09 It's super-duper fantabulous! Hugs & muffins + man-love

Carly's birthday! Cool dino shirt

Yay disco! 🎈🔥 Cindi & Jude

Congratulations! Well done. Margie

Thanks for the information. John Regan

'010 PRIDE! & such. R. Edmonds

LYDS 😊

Cool & well done 😊

Awesome, you gave pride at Newcastle Clwch Bach

Yeah! Very exciting future
Lyndell Cane

MARINA Stephens - thanx the children can argue!

For 1992 Woooo Woooo

Fantastic, fabulous &

fucking awesome

Lolita Lickmeat.

/PRIDE
Awesome Job & Michelle!
Thanks! Lyndi believe
Your room makes us happy!
HAVAN is a LEO (PRIDE)

I love DTC

David Lowe

Lovely exhibition! Thanks for brightening our lives!
Absolutely fabulous! I needed to - DR Penny!
Celebrate the rich queer life of camp.

Awesome Shiz. Odalane 😊
Pretty awesome! David A Mallett.

Jessica

Absolutely Awesome! Right On

Love and Pride Kyra x Ree

All respect!

Love your work!

Carissa

Awesome Throne! Kim

I give as much respect to gay people as anyone, but I think it is inappropriate & counterproductive of the Uni to spend our money on mockery's of religion & political messages i.e. gay marriage.

- David Gardner

- We love David too! XR. MOCKERIES! How DARE you!

Hate is not a family value. All x x x =.

Sophie. & Gay Colour
Great to see queer presence at Uni!
I love the Trans-Fortet deck!

Pride,

Snatchy

Awesome presentation
Jean Paul P.
Rodrigger S.

Also, very good.

Hassem ATTAS

D is very good.

13/10/2019

Think Queers are revolting?
You're right! Join the revolution

Gender queer
Sexuality queer
Trans (Non-Gis)

XXX

K. Bronson

What can one say
but awesome
work! Congrats!!
We need more Signage!
(why didn't I find out about this till today? 14/10)
why did I need to chase up a poster
online??

Still no news comments?? 17/10/09

PS. 10% of the uni is queer (and always has been) so why does it look like there's only 2 dozen openly queer individuals and 1 silhouette? we need Thousands of them!

Mary & hemi & Gregg et al,

I love the way people like you, through events like this (and in other ways), gently - and sometimes not so gently - prod our collective societal conscience towards maturity.

Richard.

Keep it real.

Thank you for this exhibition, especially the 'media' content on the computer. As an Arts student (a very old one at that) I take my hat off to you all, whatever whoever you are. My late mother's cousin Jacki would have approved; so also my mum.

Regarda Jenny Booth 29/10/09
Here, here. Rights heard!
Natalie, a concerned student.
Congrats on an excellent display. I have spent my morning coffees enjoying the articles around the room. Keep it up Leo.

[Handwritten text]

An excellent exhibition and very well presented.

[Handwritten text]

Emily Craig's wonderful display very creative.

[Handwritten text]
The only thing I'd like to mention is that there should be a difference between tolerance of diversity and respect for one another with promoting a sensitive issue like this in such an explicit manner in an educational organization, I also like to mention, entirely regardless of my religious backgrounds, I am totally against capital punishment for any possible crime, let alone homosexuality which I don't consider to be a crime. I am totally in favor of coexistence and acceptance and respect, but that timeline in particular concerned me. Also using Christian uniforms in an again explicit manner doesn't seem appropriate.

Long story short: I think the manner in which these posters are produced is explicit, maybe it could have been done in a better way.

I disagree discrimination has been out for everyone to see so why shouldn't pride and the TRUTH? And yes this is a place of education and a lot more people need educating on the matter, we are everywhere!
Keep going
hope one day people
can understand & accept

gay people

Dean was here

DISCRIMINATION = "I CAN KILL YOU TODAY"
TOLERANCE = "I DECIDED NOT TO KILL YOU TODAY"
RESPECT = "WE ALL SHOULD LIVE AS EACH NEEDS TO"

Love this ☺️ 😏

Tolerance is a power relation

II.
I'm really enjoying the displays, thank you for the effort in putting it together.

One criticism I have is the ye-old-stereotypes & "right-club effect" you've got going on. I feel this is a massively stereotypical depiction of 'gay' or 'queer', as if drag queens & gay bars is all there is to life as a queer.

For the record, queers are parents, students, cab drivers, doctors, nurses, gardeners, pilots and on and on. We are so invisible because we are so "normal" we collect things, we cook, we sew, we go on holidays, we go out to clubs and cafes, we walk our dog-friends, we go to the beach and on and on.

I'm just really tired of the cliches that get re-inforced by displays like this.

QUEER IT UP PEOPLE!

Power to the queers! 🌈
BOO Being Gay Must be difficult. LOL Fact that how about facing real issues instead of crying not so difficult as being an illiterate cunt. Maybe you should be crying over that.

How about the real issue of spelling. LOL. Good work

Hope you're having a super fun time in your heteronormative world.

To the jerk who vandalised the exhibition with "homos sick", I'd like to say I'm proud of my sucking ability and am better than most. - A homo (Nick)

It takes a whole lot of guts to put yourself out there as being proudly different, especially when doing so can lead to such hate and prejudice as it does. When talking about sexuality, it takes a hell of a lot more guts than it does to write an anonymous, anonymous message of hate. Big thumbs up to the people who put on this display, keep up the good work!

Daniel Holt, a proud supporter of the queer movement.

Great exhibition - shame some ignorant person vandalised the wonderful costume. Australia needs more displays like this.

Well done.

Kristy Tass
There is nothing to be shy to be GAY or LESBIAN!

✿ like Jarrod

Bitch I'm the bomb
like Tickle Tickle ✿

GAY PRIDE! BORAT SAYS

Nooooooooooice!
I like!

Great job guys.
Queers always seem to
have the most fun, this
certainly proves it.
Wishing I was gay...

XOXO

Awesome display!
People should acknowledge and accept
diversity. ~Vicki ~
In deeply sadden that an act of Vandalism has occurred on this exhibition. Totally disrespectful & dishonorable. May the people involved hang their heads in shame.

This a very cool exhibition. Btw.

KB

LOOL
HOMO

Cop. Bracken

Nice work folks!
Jim Water

homophobia is for closet pofters
Great exhibition!

VOTE FOR LUCIE SINGHAM
Gay Power... ! Save them now fo!

Anyway wear protection

Good work on the display!!

This display was awesome. It gave me some real insight into what it's like to be GLBT in our society. Thanks for taking time out to shave a part of yourselves, and your money, with us...

Great display. We should do this on a regular basis.

Kelly

Fags rule

Will ekin

Ron
Gay for queer pride.

Loving the jazzed up library (despite the stereotype) and having a great time procrastinating by stargazing at sequoia.

CUNT LOVE.

Tillie.

Gays don't want equal rights - they want special treatment. Just like fems do.

I'm a gay-hater...

Step out of your closet.

I've had a lovely time these past few weeks, looking at all of these wonderful and timely displays, but the thing I've enjoyed most is meeting the great personalities and people here at the university.

Knowing there are such courageous, interesting and human people here really adds a spark to my day.

Thank you!
Well then, why is this room decorated the way it is? Why is it, do tell, that about 5%, maybe 10 per cent of the Australian population is gay and yet our culture has suddenly become so absorbed in appeasing and promoting a gay-positive image? Why must everyone just suddenly be expected to accept homosexuals or else they themselves will be labelled as "bad" or "evil"? You do not accept (in the majority of cases) the Tablows' doctrines; is it any different, so why should I accept society which is different to my own?

→ can you imagine gay people hijacking a plane in pink sequins and steering it into a building? Strengthen your argument →

This exhibition is great! The comments left in this book only highlight the need for this exhibition. There are so many narrow-minded people out there that need to have their eyes opened to the struggles that their actions/swords place on the queer community. This should be an annual exhibition that gets more and more fabulous every year!

much love,
Joshi "

Sock monkey!
Yay! good stuff
great to see so much visibility
+ awareness brought to the lim!!

Can you find out who I am?

Thanks for putting so much effort into this. It is wonderful.

Totally great exhibit?
Pls have 'em annually ??

♡ Queer Pride ♡
LeLe.
I'm not gay but one of my best friends are.
Beautiful amazing people.
I love. Keep the exhibition up!
P.S. Love the quotes too! XOX
Summer.